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Most crypto assets ended December in the red as
investors took a cautious approach assessing the
impact of the Omicron strain and Fed tapering on
global growth. Liquidity tends to be lower during
the holiday season and we observed trade
volumes for both spot and derivatives markets
remained  muted throughout the month. Overall,
liquidity as measured by average volume and the
bid-ask  spread has improved drastically since
December of last year.  Despite the  market
downturn, cryptocurrencies were the year's best
performing financial assets, with Ethereum
outpacing both Bitcoin and traditional assets by a
large margin. However, metaverse-affiliated tokens
were by far 2021's top gainers, led by Axie Infinity
and the Sandbox. 2021 was a truly standout year
for the entire industry, marked by record venture
capital inflows and growth that could be difficult to
top in the new year.
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Bearish sentiment continued to dominate crypto markets in December with
investors de-risking their portfolios ahead of the year-end. The emergence of a
new Covid strain in early December caused a market wide sell-off with Bitcoin
and Ethereum dropping by 20% and 16% respectively in just one day between
Dec 3-4. Prices remained range-bound for most of last month, decreasing
slightly in the last few days of the year as low liquidity spurred volatility.

2021 Market Performance of Major Assets

Bitcoin and Ethereum December Prices

Despite the market downturn, annual crypto  returns were strong with BTC  and ETH gaining 64% and 404%
respectively. U.S. equities also had a stellar year registering robust profit margins despite soaring inflation. While
crypto assets exhibit the strongest returns in absolute terms, equities performed better in risk adjusted terms.
We chart total returns and the Sharpe Ratio (risk-adjusted returns) of major assets: The S&P 500 and ETH were
the best performers when taking volatility into account while gold and bonds were the worst performers.
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Some crypto assets decoupled from December's overall downward trend.
LUNA, the native token of the smart contract blockchain Terra, ended the
month up 45%. Terra, which surpassed Binance Smart Chain (BSC) as the
second largest blockchain for DeFi protocols after Ethereum, has been on
a steady uptrend over the past few months boosted by its Columbus-5
upgrade and the launch of several projects such as the DEX  Astroport.
MATIC, the native token of Layer 1 network Polygon also ended the
month on a positive note, rising by 30%.  Decentralized
exchange Sushiswap's SUSHI recovered losses and closed the month up
25% while Atom and Celsius Network's token CEL gained 15%.
 

December Winners

When looking at annual returns, the top gainers overall were Metaverse-affiliated tokens, encompassing the
overlap between NFTs and decentralized gaming. Metaverse projects had a stellar year boosted by the surge in
popularity of NFT's and play-to-earn gaming and Facebook’s rebrand to Meta. Axie Infinity’s governance token,
AXS, ended the year up by a staggering 16,000%. The Sandbox’s SAND token and Decentraland’s MANA also
surged. Traditional gaming studios Ubisoft and Electronic Arts recently announced they would enter the space,
indicating this sector of the crypto industry is poised for further growth in 2022.

Metaverse Token YTD Returns

http://www.kaiko.com/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2021/12/21/terra-becomes-second-largest-defi-protocol-surpassing-binance-smart-chain
https://medium.com/terra-money/columbus-5-launches-welcome-to-the-future-of-terra-8a9ebfa570c5
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The holidays tend to be quieter as traders take a breather which can lead to
bouts of volatility due to low liquidity. Both Bitcoin and Ethereum daily trade
volumes remained well below the November average for most of last month
while prices for both assets plummeted. Overall, despite the market decline
since mid-November, BTC-USD trading volumes on top exchanges totalled
$177B in Q4, up from $137B in Q3. ETH-USD trade volumes neared $133B,
the second best quarter of the year.

Bitcoin and Ethereum Daily Trade Volume
USD pairs on top exchanges

While volumes were overall relatively low, there was an abnormal spike in activity on Coinbase in the last week
of December. Below, we chart the market share of volume for BTC-USD markets across exchanges and can
observe that trade volume on Coinbase surged from 45% on Dec 26 to 68% on Dec 30, its highest share in
years. The average Bitcoin trade size on the exchange tripled from $1K to $3K over the same period, skewed
towards market buy orders. Large trades are not always indicative of the extent of whale activity as traders tend
to break larger orders into smaller chunks to avoid slippage. However, the data suggests that a trader or handful
of traders were abnormally active on Coinbase during the traditionally low-liquidity holiday period.

Bitcoin Spot Volume Market Share
BTC-USD Pairs

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Ethereum had some of the strongest returns of the year, outperforming
Bitcoin by a large margin. When looking at market share, we can see
investors favoured Ethereum on many occasions throughout last year. The
share of Ethereum in total trade volume exceeded 50% in May and December.
Despite Bitcoin benefiting from a historic  first mover advantage and
remaining the most liquid crypto asset (and largest by market cap), the trend
is indicative of a broader structural shift towards altcoins.

Bitcoin vs. Ethereum: Percentage of Total Volume

 
In August, Ethereum underwent a series of upgrades known as the London Hard Fork which generated renewed
interest for the asset. One of the upgrades, the EIP 1559, introduced a deflationary feature which effectively
reduced Ethereum’s circulating supply. Below we chart the cumulative amount burned since the upgrade along
with the net daily issuance. We observe that the net daily issuance turned negative for several days in early
November as demand for Ethereum increased. Overall, more than 1.3 million ETH were burned (permanently
removed from circulation) last year, totalling $5.3B. This brings Ethereum’s annual inflation to 4.3% down from
4.6% in 2020. On the eve of ETH2.0, which is expected to improve gas fees and transaction speed, falling net
daily inflation could be benefitting price.

  

ETH Net Daily Issuance vs. ETH Burned After EIP 1559

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Crypto market liquidity as measured by price slippage  has improved over the
past year. Below, we chart the average monthly price slippage for a simulated
$100K sell order on 8 exchanges. Price slippage is an indicator of market
liquidity and is measured by taking the difference between the expected
execution price of an order and the price at which the trade is fully executed.
Lower measures for slippage typically mean that a market is more liquid, but
slippage is also influenced by an exchange's trading fees and taker liquidity. We
observe price slippage has improved on almost all exchanges with Coinbase
and Kraken registering the lowest levels at .01%.
 
 

Average Price Slippage for a $100k Market Sell Order

Bitcoin’s market depth — expressed in native BTC units—closed 2021 about where it started despite exhibiting
strong volatility throughout the year. Below, we chart the quantity of bids and asks placed within 2% of the mid-
price on 8 exchanges in 2021. We observe that market depth was on average higher overall, but closed around
3.7k BTC during December's low liquidity.  However, because Bitcoin's  price surged drastically over the past
year,  the U.S. Dollar value of Bitcoin on order books is significantly  higher overall. That reflects the trend
observed for slippage, which is calculated using the U.S. Dollar value of trades.  
 

Bitcoin Market Depth
Quantity of bids and asks placed within 2% of the midprice for BTC-USD pairs

 
BTC-USD trading pair, monthly average for December

http://www.kaiko.com/


Ethereum Option Volume and Put-Call Ratio

BTC and ETH Options Volume Surges in 2021

Bitcoin Weekly Derivative Volumes Since the Start of Q3
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Ethereum options markets have been mostly bullish over the past few  month. Daily trade volumes remain
relatively high, averaging $0.5B, despite declining since November’s yearly highs. The put/call ratio — calculated
as the ratio between the put (sell) and call (buy) daily option  volumes — has been on a downward trend in
December. Traders typically buy put options to protect themselves from a price decline and call options to bet
on a price increase. A falling put/call ratio indicates that demand for calls (bullish bets) is stronger than
demand for puts (bearish bets) and is generally seen as a positive sign.

Following Bitcoin's bearish pullback from all-time highs, trading volumes on crypto derivative markets declined
in December. Futures volumes registered the strongest drop between October and December falling by 28% to
$215B. Perpetual futures which accounted for over 80% of total Bitcoin derivative volumes, also fell by 13% to
around $1.8T in December. The decline was similar to the drop in spot volumes over the same period (down
12.5%). BTC option volumes on the largest market Deribit, dropped by 24% to $22B in December relative to
October’s yearly highs. However, they have remained significantly higher than during the summer bear market,
with call volumes (bullish bets) accounting for 60% in total trade volumes in December.

http://www.kaiko.com/


The Fed Speeds Up Tapering

NAV of Bitcoin Exchange Traded Funds
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In December, the U.S. Fed doubled the pace of tapering of its asset purchases and is now expected to stop
adding bonds to its portfolio as March 2022. Global central banks’ balance sheets (charted below) have grown
significantly over the past 18 months, increasing liquidity and stabilizing financial markets. Both the U.S. Fed and
the ECB's assets have more than doubled while BoJ’s assets reached 1.3 times the size of the country’s
economy. Typically, the tightening of financial conditions is expected to negatively impact risk assets such as
tech stocks and crypto which become less attractive than safe-haven bonds. Bitcoin plummeted to a one-month
low on Jan 5 after  minutes from the Fed's December meeting revealed officials discussed quantitive tightening. 

As reported by each ETF on January 4, 2022

Global Central Banks Balance Sheets
Central Banks Assets in Local Currencies, 2007=100

With monetary policy normalization and rising volatility, investor interest in actively  managed and thematic-
related equity products such as ETFs is set to remain strong. The first Bitcoin futures-based ETF in the U.S.
issued by ProShares attracted record high inflows when it was launched in October, making it the fastest ETF to
hit the $1B mark. Inflows have slowed since then alongside a bearish move in Bitcoin, but ETFs remain one of
the most popular investment vehicles and will likely remain popular among more institutional crypto investors.

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Turkish Lira is Most Popular Fiat on Binance

Fiat Pair Market Share on Binance
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Crypto adoption in Turkey has soared
over the past few months amid a
record meltdown of the Turkish Lira
(TRY). Today, Binance is one of the
only major global exchanges that
offers trading pairs denominated in
TRY, and overall, the exchange only
lists a handful of fiat currencies due to
regulatory restrictions. For years, the
highest % of fiat pair volume was
denominated in Euro, but that all
changed in 2021. We chart the volume
market share of major fiat currencies
on Binance and observe that the share
of Lira has soared from just 7% in
January to 60% of all fiat volume in
December. Turkey has made moves to
regulate the cryptocurrency industry
with a new crypto bill and a recent fine
against Binance’s Turkish unit.
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https://blog.kaiko.com/
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